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CORRECTIONS TO SOME SEVERE ERRORS IN A VERSION OF TSP
(TIme Series Processor)
Robert E. Lynch
Department of Computer Sciences
Purdue University
I. Introduction. TSP (Time Series Processor) Is a problem-oriented
computer system designed to .carry out automatically the computations which
occur rout i ne 1y t n economet ric research. I t has some of the same procedu res
as SPSS and it has some which SPSS does not have. The simplicity of Its
language makes TSP suitable for users who have only a casual acquaintance
with the use of a computer, for example, the TSP statement PLOTS$ generates
.informative line printer graphical displays.
Several faculty members at Purdue wanted TSP available for their research
activities as welT as for student use Tn courses. A version of TSP. written
in IBM36o/370 Fortran. was obtained and converted to CDC6500 Fortran.
During the conversion, results from test cases showed that there were
some severe errors In the IBH version. Reasonable looking output was produced
which is Incorrect. No TSP error message was printed. We do not see how a
user could tell that these results were Incorrect unless he had correct results
to compa,re with or unless he made a detailed examlnatTon of the output together
with some hand calculation.
The purpose of this report Is to bring these errors, and theIr corrections,
to the attentfon of installations which support TSP.
2. Errors In TSP. Errors occur in the IBH Fortran version of the'TSP
subroutines PASSI, LOAD (three errors) I GRAPH, and CAPITL. These errors In-
volve the way that the TSP processor handles blank COfTJllon.
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If the IBM Fortran compiler 'handles double precisIon assignment state~
ments in a way similar to that of the CDC6500 Fortran compiler, then there Is
an error In the TS? Inner produce routine. INPROD.
Section ~ contaIns lIstings of the CDC6S00 versIon of PASSI, LOAD, GRAPH,
CAPIlL, and INPROD. The locations of the errors In the IBM version, and their
corrections, are Indicated.
Parts of a user's TSP program statements and intermediate results are
stored In blank commonj blank common Is also used for scratch space. Errors
include the omission of an appropriate test to see how much scratch space 15
available as well as Incorrect tests.
The errors In the test cases mentioned In Section 1 occurred because the
processor used scratch space which overlapped the other part of blank common.,
If ri] is used as the TSP manual for thls rBM Fortran version of TSP,
then there is a misprint on page 3 of [1]. In the display of the size limita-
tion, NOBS*VARS should be replaced with 301 + NOBS*(2*VARS + 1) + 2*VARS.
Remark: The TSP manual [I) does not mention the useful TSP feature which
allows a comment to be Inserted into the first statement. S$NAME program nameS.
of a TSP prigram. The processor stores the name immediately fol lowing NAME
and everything else up to the terminator, $, is ignored. Consequently, instead
of using something like SSNAME eASElS, the user may give a more detailed pro-
gram Identification, for example:
$$NAME CASEI. GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT MODELS OF I.M. JONES. JUNE 19. 1984.
MODEL 1 GNp: CONSTANT + A*EXP(TIME)
MODEL 2 GNP = CONSTANT + A*EXP(TIME) + S*EXP(2*TIME) $
Any name in the identification, such as' CASE I , GROSS, etc .• may be used as a
variable name In the program. The only limitation is a maximum of 8 characters
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for a name; the use of SEPTEMBER would result In the generation of the TSP
,
error message Ilname has too many characters. II
3. Some differences between the IBM and CDC Fortran versions. In order
to locate and correct the errors, detailed knowledge was requIred about the
workings and functions of about half the 119 TSP subroutine which we had. As
the purposes of various subroutines became clear, numerous comments were in-
serted. Consequently, the COC6500 versIon Is better documented than the IBM
Fortran version, which Is almost devoJd of comments.
A number of Inefficiencies were eliminated. Most of the linear searches
of Jlsts were repJaced by more efficient search techniques.
In the COC6500 version, a comment can be Inserted at any place that a
blank or comma separator is required or can occur. /* in columns I and 2 of
a card denote that columns 3 to 80 contain a comment.
The user can use longer than 8 character names in order to help document
his TSP program, for example
GENR NEWCASHBALANCE = OLDCASHBALANCE*C I + (INTERESTRATE/IOO)*(HONTHS/12) )S
However, the processor only uses the first 8 characters internally and it prints
a record of the more-than-8-ch~racternames so the user can check for uniqueness.
The Input routine, INPT, was completely rewritten. The new version is
much more efficient than the older one. Free format data input takes only about
30% longer than formatted data input. The new version examines each non-blank,
non-comma character about twice Instead of the up to 20 times of the old version.
The USer has more, flexibility in the chofce of storage requirements. He
may choose blank common sizes of 3K, 5K, 10K, 15K, 20K, 25K. The 3K size is
suitable for student Jobs and the 2SK size Is capable of doing TSP programs
which require the 30K IBM Fortran version. At the end of the execution output
The most significant Improvement In effl~lency Involves the number of words
(NWORD) used to store a TSP keyword or user defined variable name (this Improve-
ment is directly transferable to the IBM Fortran version), The IBM version
uses NWORD • 2 and two 8-byte words are used for keywords and names; floating
point numerical values are stored In single 8-byte words. When a name Is moved,
two words must be moved and when a comparison or search of a list Is done,
pairs of comparisons are made (there is a lot of moving and comparIsons of names
during the execution of a TSP program). The CDC version uses NWORD = I and a
keyword or name Is stored in a single 60-bit word. This change to NWORO = I
accomplishes the fat Jawing:
I. Execution time for the movement and comparison of names Is decreased
by more than a factor of 2.
2. Numerous calls of short subroutines and functions are replaced by
single assignment statements or by single IF statements.
3. Memory requirement is reduced (on the COC6500).
Remark 1: If the change to NWORO. I were made in the IBM version, then
the increased efficiencIes of 1 and 2 are achieved by declaring names to be
REAL DOUBLE PRECISION (or whatever the IBM Fortran declaration Is). Accuracy
is lmproved by using REAL DOUBLE PRECISION declarations for numerical values so
that 16-bytes are used for floating point values. thrs Improvement is made at
the sacrifice of memory space. It is well-known that one must use as much
precIsion as economically feasible In matrix computatJons--especially in least
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squares computations. Moreover, in some cases, users might not know the impor-
tanee of the choice of a basis for least squares computatIons and, perhaps, try
to do • regression with a polynomial approximator of the form ·0 + a 1x + ... +n of low precision numerical values might resu 1t in meaningless result~.
• x ; usen
Thus, the change to NWORO = I should a Iso be accompanied by REAL DOUBLE PRECISION
declaration for just about all the variables in the TSP IBM Fortran program.
Remark 2: The CDC version uses NWORD ~ 1 and all changes from the IBM
version are noted with comments. To change the IBM version to NWORD = I, one
can make all the appropriate changes Indicated on the complete listing of the
CDC vers Ion p fus Jnsert i 09 the requ I red REAL DOUBLE PREC I SION dec I a rat ions
(there are a lot of these).
4. Listing of PASSI, LOAD. GRAPH. CAPITL, and INPROD. Listing of the CDC
versions of the subroutines in which we found errors follows. On these list-
ings, changes .from the IBM Fortran version to CDC Fortran version are bracketed
by a pair of comments: CISHTOCDC CCDCTOIBM. Locatfons of errors in the IBM
code and their corrections are bracketed with pairs of lines of dollar signs;
notes about efficiencies are also bracketed. The corrections to the errors are
CDC independent.
Since we have not seen machine language code generated by the IBH Fortran
compIler, we are not sure If there Is an error in the inner product routine.




DO 100 I = NN, JSA
XPROD = XPROD + A(I )*B(J)
100 J = J + JSB
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The CDC compiler generates code which computes the single precision product
A(I)*S(J), then makes It double precision whh zero lower half. and finally
adds this to the double precision XPROD.
One way to carry out this calculation correctly on the COC6500 is to
introduce two more double precision variables, TEMPA. TEMPS, and to replace the
DO loop wi th
DO 100 I = NN, JSA
TEMPA = A(I)
TEMPB = B(J)
XPROD a XPROD + TEMPA*TEMPB
100 J a J + JSB
Remark: Some of the DATA statement on the listings use the CDC character
string specification R, for example DATA NAMES/ 8RNOPRINT • ... f. ~hjs causes
the BCD representation of the character string to be stored right Justified
with zero left fIll; these can be used as variables declared INTEGER in arith-





C THIS PRBGRAM SUPERVIS~-S READIUG AND PARSING THE INPUT
CI8MTI;)CDC
C
('" REPLACE[; JX(400) (NH0RD = 1). ADDED LINT.,..?
C0MM0N
.+: TYPE(200), JX(200), ceO£(600), IX(200). n.,..PE(200)
INTEGER TYPE
DATA LI r1T'r'p 1200 I
c
DIMENSION XC!)
EOOI .....ALEIlCE (X(i), JXU»
c,-
ceMr10N /TSPC0MI
*' MEMSIZ, NeB NSPARG, tlW0RD , LENGTH,
,. NT'1'PE, IFDBUG, IFTI TL, NCHAR , NSUP ,
* MEMST , N0REG. IFPL8T, IFFAST. NPAGE ,
* NUMLIN, IFREPL, PR0FF SKIP(ll), JPHAS.
* LIMARG, LINE ,NJARG NARG. NAME.
'" JARG(4)
C LENGTH 0F JARG SET IN MAIN eVERLAY
c
C DELE rED NAt1E2 BETHEEN NAME AND JARG IN ITSPC0MI WH0RD
C




C NEW Cer1MeN BLOCK ADDED
C0t'l~leN 111E~lCet11 IMNSZ(7), USRNAt'l, PSSVU20)
INTEGER USRNAM
EQUIVAl.ENCE
,. <IMNSZ(1), MI'lMSIZ), <IMN5Z(2), LU1ARG). (U1NSZ(J.). LLMDElT>,
'I< (H1NSZ(4), LLMBUF), (HltISZ(5), LLMS""M), (IMNSZ(6), LU1SMP),
'" (IMNSZ(7),llMOUT)
c
C IMMSZ USED TO KEEP TKACK £IF NEM8RY USE
DH1~NSIelN IPSSVU20)
EQUIVALENCE <IPSSVL(1), PSSVU1»
C P5SVL AND IP5S...·'L USED Te PASS VARIABLES BETWEEN SUBReUTHlES
C IN OIFFE:"RENT OVERLR'r'S
(' IPSSl/U:l) IS USED TO KEEP RECaRD eF USE £IF Cat'1M8N IN Ll3nD
(.. A~lD IN GENR
C IPSSVLO) PASSE::: Cfit1PUTH· GO TEl INDEX FR0M ExEC T13 MATRIX
( IPSSVl(2') PR5SES Ct1t1PlITf..D GO TI2I INDEX FReM EXEC Tel I2IVEf;'LA"r'S
C IPSSVL(4) 15 USED TI2I ~EEP RECORD 0F USE eF JARG-C0I1t'1ON
(' IPSSVU5) IS USED Te I\Efo.F' RECl3RD OF USE eF DeT-CaMMON
C IPSSVL(6) IS USED TI21 I:EU-' PEC0RD I2IF USE 0F BUFFER-C0HH0N
t- IPSSVU7> IS USeD HI l'EfoP ~'EC13RD ElF USE £IF J5ML-C011t,j8N
C IPSSVU8) IS U::-ED T0 l.floP !"ECORD OF USE eF eUTBUF-C0MI'U'!C1!l
EQUIVALENCE
*' (LI3DUSE, IPSSVL(l», (JleOVL, IPSSVL(2», (JT0MflT, IPSSl/I_(:~»
*", (JARUSE, JP5S'v'L(~).~. (DIJTU::,E, IPSSVL:(5», (8UFUSE,IP55Vl«(,»,
.1< <5rlPUSE, IP5SVL(;:';'). '.OE:FUSE, IPSSVU8»
INTEGER DeTUSE, BUFUSE, 51'lPUSE, OBFUSE
c
CHANGED DIME.NSHn~ 01 l'II'1IIE5 Te 5 FR011 20
C CHfl~JGE(l Drr1Ft~"':10fl OF tltlfltW'':' TI3 4 FR0M 20
Drr1FN5II~tl tl(-U'1I:,[I(2), ,J( 1)[·H.5'" UNAMES(4), NAMES(S), NNf.1t1I" 2)










































































































































DATA G '" iRO I
C8NTINUE
WRIIE{ 6. 1(030)
FeRI1AT< 31HO"''''* WARNING. READ IN Te0 MUCH
27H DATA FOR ARRA'r'S IN PASS1.
30H 0PFJ;'AT'~~J r''''''TT.II'l:"C ~,.,
DATA NNAMES ,I
... 8REXP ,aRABS
READ NEXT TSP STATEMENT
DATA NAMES '"
... SREND • SRGENR
REPLACED 37 WITH 10 10 PRINT THE WBRD
1 CALL aUTEOle 10, 1. llNE+l )
c
C NEXT ARE OPERATeR"CeDES FeR TSP FUNCTIONS


























C NAMES. NU~lBERS, ePERATeRS e~1 TSP STATEMENT ARE New STeRED
IN SUCCESSIVE weRDs HI ARRA\' JX( D. 1=1. N IN THE EiRDER
THE~ APPEAR IN THE TSP STATEMENT
C STATEr1ENT KE~W0RD IS IN JX(1)
(; TYPE 0F ELHIENT IN JX(J) IS GIVEN BY VALUE 9F TYPE(J) PASS:]
C 1 NUMERICAL PASS:t
C 2 8PERRT0R PASS:1
C 3 NAME PAS::'!
C 4 DElTNANE PASSl
(. PASSt
C $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ff$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$~1'~$$$ PASSl
C MA,.'I3R ERR0R IN IBN VERSI£N INPT CAN DESTR8Y DATA IN PASSl
C BLANK CGMI10N SUCH AS PRI2IGRAN STATEMENTS. DATA. VALUES PASSl
C GENERATED ~ll TH GENR PASSl
C- A TES r WAS ADDED AT RETURN 13F CALL l3F INPUT PA::::;'l
IF( N . LE. LlMTYP) PI~SS1
THEN ARRA~S ARE LARGE ENeUGH FeR INPUT PASS!
c
of< GO T8 :]0040PASSl 7-1
(: ELSE Tee MUCH DATA PASSl ;'5
IF( LIMTYP + N . LT. MEMSIZ ) PASSl 76
C THEN HAVE NeT DESTRO'r'ED STeREO VALUES IN BLANI~ Ctar1MON PASS1 '1?
,., co Te 10020PAS51 78
C ELSE PART SF BLANK CS~1I1eN OVER-WRITTEN PASSl 79
IRUIN = LIMT~p + N - MEMSIZ PASS1 80
IJRITE(6,10010) IRUIN PASS1 ;)1
W010 FORMAT( 3'8HO"'*:f' ERReR. DURING READ elF STATEr1ENTS, Pf651 82
... 16H DESTRB'r'ED LAST, 110.. 14H W0RDS SF DATA PASSl ::;._~
., 28H HI 8LAIlI-' C0r-1110N, ABeRT RUN ) PASSl :':.1





C DELETED THE FeLL.e~IWG (NWBPD. 1)






































































THE FBLLOWING USES THE COLLATING SEQUENCE 0F THE CDC6500
THE a-BCD CHARACTER W0RDS IN NAMESCI) SATISFY
CHAR. = 12345678 12345678 12345678 12345678 1234567a
BCD . LT. EBCDIC ,LT. END . LT, GENR , LT. NmJE
4 5 1 2 J1=
DETERMINE WHETHER TSP KEYWORD IS ONE OF
BCD, EBCDIC, END, GENR, NAME
J




SLIGHT IMPROVEMENT IN EFFICIENCY 0F SEARCH
REPLACED JJ = IUCOMP(JX,NAMES)
G8 T8 (10,100,200,300,400,410) JJ
WIJH THE FBLL8WING
* 30H IF THIS F0LLaWS AN .*+ ERRBR
* 32H MESSAGE. BTHERWI5E, SUBSEQUENT
• 25H RESULTS ARE LIKELV Te BE , 10H INCeRRECT )
10040 CBNTINUE














































PASSlTEST FeR I<E'r'W0RD END PASS1
IF( JX(1) - NAMES(!) ) 3, 100, ~ 4 PASS1
TEST FeR K~vweRD EBCDIC PASS1
IF( JX(l) - NAMES(5) ) 5,410,10 PRSSl
TEST FeR KEYWeRD GENR PASSl
IF( JX(1) - NAMES(2) ) 10,200,· 6 PASS!
TEST FeR KEvweRD BCD PASS1
IF( JX(l) - NAMES(4) ) 10,400,10 PAS51
TEST FeR KEYWBRD NAME PASSl
6 IF( JX(1) - NAMES(J) ) 10, JOD, 10 PASSl
C END 0F REPLACEMENT PASS1
C '$S$$$$$$$$t$$$~$$$t$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$'$$.$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ PASS1
C PASS!
C KEYWORD IS NaT laNE SF BCD, EBCDIC, END, GENR, NAME PASS!
C PASSlCCDCT~IBM PASSl
10 NARG ~ N - 1 PASSl
IF (TYPE(1) ,NE, 3) CALL ERG(l,JX) PASSl
CIBMTBCDC PASSJ
C PAS'c,tC MOVE KEYW0RD T0 NAME STORAGE PASS1
C PASSl
C REPLACED CALL NM0V(NAME,JX(1) WITH FOLLOWING (NW8RD = 1) PAS5~
NAME = JX(!) PASS1
35 ceNTINUE PASSl
CCDCT8IBM PASSl
IF (NARG . EQ. 0) G8 T0 50 PASS1
CIsr-neCDC PASS1
C PASSl






















PUT LEFT SIDE 0F = INT0 TEMP0RARY STORAGE IN JARG
c
50 C0NTINUE






















































































C REPLACED JX<NI~0RD + 1) WITH JX(2)













C REPLACED KK = NWBRD*2 + 2 WITH F0LLeWING (NW0RD = 1)
C THE USE 0F KK ... 4 (01? 6 IF NW0RD..2) PICKS LIP Fr"'C;T TTFM GIN j;>Tr~l-lT
C REPLACED CALL NM9V(NANE, JX(1» WITH F9LU3WING <NWBRD = 1)
















C HAVE iSP KEYW0RO ***"'*GEr~R**+**
C ~10VE KEYW0RD TO NAME ST0RAGE
C




C HAVE TSP KEYWORD ~*~**END***~*
C FINISHED READING TSP PRBGRAM. sTeRE END STATEMENT AND
C RETURN TB SUPER TB EXECUTE TSP PR0GRAM
c
C HAVE NAl1ES AND ARGUMENTS OF C811PLETE TSP STATEI1ENT STaRED










SEE IF AN ePERAT8R (CeDE 2) PRECEDES IT.
IF NA~lED(1) IS ONE BF TSP FUNCTIeNS EXP, ABS, LeG, ALeG
REPLACED MATCH'= IUCe~lP<NAMED. NNAMES) WITH THE F9LLeJ.JING
c
CJ8MTeCDC












































































201 MMM = JX(KK>
CI8MTOCDC
C TEST T0 SEE IF MINUS (CeDE 3) SH0ULD BE CHANGED T9 ceDE 8
c {9 = LEFT PAREN, 2 = BPERATBR). SWITCH MADE IF - IS PRECEDED
C BY ( ceDE 3 MINUS IS INFIX, ceDE 8 MINUS IS PREFIX
CCDenHBM




JJ = ,JJ + 1
KK = KK + 1
Oft T9 220
CIBMTE1WC
C HAVE LEFT PAREN.
CCDCHH8M .
SOD IF (ITYPE<JJ-1) . EO. 2) Ge Te 201
CIBMTeCDc
CLEFT PAREN PRECE:.DED BY NA~IE. GET NAME RND SEE IF IT IS
C TSP FUNCTION
CCDCTel8M
LlZ1BKUP =LL - 1











NTYPE = TYPE< J)
IF<LAGGED) GB Ta 530
CIBMT8eDC
C TEST FeR NAME OR NUMBER
CCDeTeISM
IF <NTYPE . NE. 2) GB T8 205
CI811T8CDC
C TEST FeR LEFT PAREN
[CDCTBISM
IF<JX<KK) . EG. 9> GB TB 500






IF< NAMED(l> . EQ. NNAMES(1) )
IF( NAMED~1> . EQ. NNAI1ES(2) )
IF< NAI1EO<1> . m. NNAMESO) )
IF( NAMED(!) . EQ. UNA~lES<4) )
C END €IF REPLACEMENT
CCDCT0IB~1
IF<MATCH . EO. 1) Ge T0.525
C
CIBMT&CDC
C HAVE 8NE 9F THE'FUNCTIBNS ABS.EXP,AL0~L0G






































































525 LAGGED =. TRUE.
KK=KK+1
OS 19 220
530 IF<NTYPE . NE. 1) 00 T0 540
CIBMTBCDC
C
C PReCESSING SIGNED INTEGER ARGUnENT SF LAGGED VARIABLE, STBRED




IFRPAR '" . TRUE.




C TURN ElF LAGGED-SWITCH WHEN oeT T9 RIGHT PAREN
CCDCT0IBM
540 IF'<. NIH. IFRPAR> CALL ERC](69, JX(KK»
IF(NTYPE . NE. 2. BR. JX(KK) .NE. 1) CALL ERG(69.JX(KK))
IFRPAR = . FALSE.
LAGGED = . FALSE.




C PUT NAME BR NUMBER INTEl JARG(. )
CCOCTOIBN
205 CALL ARGPUT(LL.JX(KK),NT~PE.O)
IF(NTYPE. NE. 1. BR. <ITYPE(JJ-1), NE. -1. AND. <ITYPE(JJ-1). NE. 2. eR.
i-i).HE. 1») 60 T0 210
IX<JJ) = 2
IT'T'PE(JJ) = 2
JJ = JJ + 1
210 IX(JJ) = LL 2
IPr'PE(JJ) = -1




C DELETED THE F£lLL£lWING (NW£lRD =1)
C IF(NT'T'PE. EQ. 3, SR. NT'T'PE .EQ. 4) KK = KK + NW0RD _ 1
CCDCTeISM




C HAVE FINISHED ST0RING ceDED GENR STATEMENT, C0NVERT IT T0










JJ = JJ + 1
IX(JJ) = 14
IT'T'PE(JJ) = 2
CALL Cet1PLR( IX, IT'T'PE, C£l0E:. LENGTH, C00E(501), C9{)E<551»)
CIB!'1TeCDC
c








































































































C HAVE TSP KEYWBRD ~~~~~*NAME******
C STaRE THE CASE PART BF TSP STATEMENT 'SHAME,CASE'



















C 400 CALL BCD
C G9T01
C 410 CALL EBCDIC
C GB 18 1
C REPLACED WI1H
C
C HAVE TSP KEYWBRD *****BCD*****
C
REPLACED CALL 0F 0NE LtNE SUBR0UlINE
UNAME CALL N~leV( ... , JARG> RIiTURN








420 F0RMAl(44HO iSP STATEMENTS BCD AND EBCDIC DISABLED, I
If< 53H COC6500 READS BCD. IF S0URCE TSP DECK 15 IN EBCDIC,
* 47H IT SHeULD BE PREPReCESSEO T9 C0NVERT IT T0 BCD )
013 T9 (1,430), JUl1P
410 CElNTlNUE













































































































































THIS IS A STRICTLY TEMP0RARY YERSI8N BASED ON THE
L0GICAL IFDBUQ, IFTITL, IFPL0T, IFFAST,
IFREPL, PR0FF












l:J~UIVALENCE ( ,J~:(-.l), x'' 1 .. )
•







IMMSZ USED Te KEEP,TRACK 0F MEMeRY USE
DIMENSI0N IPSSVL(20)
EQUIVALENCE (IPSsVL(1),PSSYL(1»
PSSYL AND IPSSVL USED T0 PASS VARIABLES BETWEEN SUBRaUTINE5
IN DIFFERENT OVERl.AYS
IPSSVL(1) IS USED TO KEEP REC0RD 0F USE 0F caMMaN IN L8A(,
AND IN GENR
IPSSVL(]) PASSES ceMPUTED GO Te INDEX FRaM EXEC T8 MATRIX
IPSSVL(2) PASSES C0I1PUTED G0 Ta INDEX FRaM EXEC HI OVERLAYS
I PSSVL< 4) 1S USED TI2I KEEP REcaRD 0F USE 8F JARG-C0rlrI0U
IPSSVL(5) IS USED T@ KEEP RECORD 0F USE €IF DBT-C0I1!'10N
IPSSVL(6) IS USED T0 KEEP REcaRD 0F USE 0F BUFFER-COI'1M0f1
JPSSVL(7) IS USED Te KEEP REC0RD elF USE aF JSML-C0rlMetl
IPSSVL(8) IS USE[) 1(1 KEEP REceRD OF USE aF eUT8UF-C0M~lN(1N
EQUIYALENCE
'" (LODUSE, IPSSlJU1», (·JT0flVL, IPSSYL(2», (JT0t1RT, IF·SSVLG»
:t:, (JARUSE, IPS::'VL(4», (00TUsE, IPSSVU5», (BUFUsE, JPS::.·....L(6»,
'" <SMPUSE. IPSSVL(7»), (0BFUSE, IPSSVL<S»
INTEGER D0TUSE, BUFUSE, SMPUSE, 0BFUSE
Cerl~I(;N












































DATA FRBNT I 300 /. LIMTYP / 100 I



















C INSERTED SUGHTL'i ~leRE EFFICIENT SEARCH
C REPLACED 2 J.J ::: IUCr2111P<X, NAMES)
C GEl re (11), JOO. 200, 300. 400, sao, 10), JJ












ELSE HAVE STORED OVER DATA IN BLANK CaMMeN
RUINED::: N - NMLEFT
WRITE( 6, ~0003 ) RUINED
FBRI'lAH 50HO*** ERROR. DURING LeAD SECTI0N,
15, 30H WORDS OF DATA IN BLANK COMMON )
ELSE HAVE FOUND A N0N-NUMERIC INPUT VALUE
CONTINUE
IF< T'y'PE(1) . m. 1 )
THEN C0NTINUE READING
•
SEARCH FeR TSP STATEMENT KEYW0RD 0R
NMLEFT ::: MEMSIZ - FR0NT
2 ceNlINUE
CALL INPJ( X. H, TYPE )
IF( N . LT. NMLEFT )

















THE FOlleWING USES THE cellATING SEQUENCE eF THE CDC6500
THE a-BCD CHARACTER WORDS IN NAMES(I) SATISFY THE F0ll0WING
CHAR. = 1234.56;>8 1224'3678 12345678 1234~678 1224::,6"18





c. SUUJ:ff$$$$UnUuuuuuU$U$Uu ss$S$$$S$SHH.f ~,'t f:l n
C MAJOR ERReR IN IBM VERSIaN











































































T0 THIS paINT FRaM ERG
-C0NTINUE
ELSE T00 11AN'T' VARIABLE NAMES
WRITE< 6, 115 ) N0VAR. LIMT'T'P
F0RMAT< 20HO~** ERR0R. L0ADED
29H VARIABLE NA~lE5. MAXIMUM IS
17H PER CALL SF LBAD )
C~LL ERGC 20, NaVAR )
NB' RETURN T0 THIS POINTFR0M ERG
MeVED NEXT STATEMENT UP A FEW LINES T9 CUT BUT seME
NDATA = NaB*NeVA~





































MAJeR ERR0R IN IBM VERSI0N. INPT CAN READ IN MeRE VARIABLE NAMES LeAD
THAN AlL0wED FeR BV THE SIZE 0F ARRAY TYPE. LeAD
IF( NaVAR. LT. LIMTYP ) LeAD
THEN THE AKRAVS ARE LARGE EN0UGH leAD






































IF( JX(1) - NAMES(]) )
TEST FeR LeAD
IF( JX(l) - NAMES(1) )
TEST FeR N0PRINT
IF< JX<l)- - NAMES(S) )
TEST FeR END
IF< JX(l) - NAMES(2) )
TEST F0R sMPL
6 IF( JX(l/ - NAMES(4) )
C END eF REPLACEMENT
C $S,S$$$$$$$$$$$$i$$$$$$$$$S$$$$$$$$$$$$$$.t$$$'$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
C








C HAVE rsp KEYWBRD ~~~~••LeAD*••".
C HAVE JUST READ INPUT, CHECK T0 SEE IF ALL ARE VARIABLE NA~IE5
CCDCreIBH
c
100 De 110 I=2,N
110 IF(TYPE(I> .NE. 3) CALL ERG(12,X>
NBVAR=N-l
CIBMTBCDC















c REPLACED.,NLSUF=~waRQ~~+1,," .. .-
NLBUF = N + 1
CCDCT8IBM

















































































<NBTE THAT A CALL SF ERG WHICH CALLS SUPER WHICH CALLS
INPT IN IBM vERSI8N W0ULD DESTRBY THE DATA)
WILL STaRE = NaBoflNeVAR
TeTAl IS ASSIGNED Te NTEST ABeVE
ELSE WILL DESTR0~ DATA IN BLANK C0MMeN
INEED = NTEST - NDATA
WRITE<6,118) N0B,NeVAR,NDATA,NTEST,MEMSI2, INEED,NTEST
FOR/1AT< 47HO~*'" ERRBR. TR~ING T0 LBAD <N0. 0BSERVATI0NSH
18H<NB. YARIABLES) = ,I6,1H*, 16,3H = ,110,7H VALUESI
EX, 13HTHIS REQUIRES, 110. 2JH W0RDS IN BLANK Cl3I1I'18t~,
10H eNL~ HAVE,I10, llH AvAILABLE. I 13X, 8HIHCREASE .
53H BLANK caMMeN ,SIZE 0R REWRITE SU8RBUTINE LeAD TO LeAD ,
12H VALUES WITH, 110, 17H waRDS INSTEAD BF, 110 /
10HOABORT RUN )






IF( ~TEST . LT. MEMSI2 )
THEN HAVE ENSUGH ResM
REPLACED









120 CALL XNPTC >«NP0INT>, N, X<NPBINT+1) )




















+ 1 (THE PLUS 1 IS FeR THE LOAD



























C NaTE eN EFFICIENT USE SF Sr0RAGE. LeAD
C THE lSI'! IJERSIl3N AND THIS VERSleN USE NTEST WBRDS IN BLAtlK L0AD
C ce~~0N 10 READ N0B>I<N0VAR DATA. THIS AM0UNT CAN BE REDUCED LeA~
c BY. NeB~NevAR IF THE LeADING IS D0NE IN A DB-LOOP. LOAD
C EACH ITERATI0N READS 0NL~ NaVAR DATA, THE VALUES OF THE L~AD
C NEXT 0BSERVATI0N FBR EACH VARIABLE. THIS REQUIRES THE LOAD
C CBNSTRUCTIBN OF A NEW ENTR~ T0 INPT TB READ A SPECIFIED L~Au
C NUMBER (NBVAR) OF VALUES. SUBROUTINE FeRMAT HAS TO BE LOAv
C CHANGED S0 THAT IT READS eNL~ NBVAR VALUES. LOAD
C LOAD
C END ElF NaTE LOAD
C $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Sf$SSS$SS'$$$$$ LOAD
C LOAD
C REcaRD THE USE BF BLANK caMN0N B~ LaAD LOAD
LBDUSE =MAXO( LBDUSE, NTEST - NeB~NBVAR ) LOAD
CCDCT0IBM LOAD
NDT = 0 LOAD
NPalNT = NLDAT LOAD
CIBMTBCDC LeAD
C U3AD
C REPLACED NwaRD+1, NWBRD+2 WITH 2,3 (NW0RDD = 1) LOAD
~TARG( 2 ) = 3 L0AD



















TEST FeR KEYWORD ofl*~,~**FeRMAT******
IF< J>(wpelND . Ell UAMES(6) )
* CALL FeRMAT< X(NP0INT), N, NaVAR)
CCDCllHBM
c
00 130 I '" 1, NaVAR
REM0YED F0LL0WINCi FR0M INSIDE D0-130-L00P
K ::: NLBUF + NeB - 1
C
CI811T0CDC








































































1) G0 T9 121
NweRD + 1 WITH 2













C REPLACED I*NW0Ro + 1 WITH I + 1 (NWBRD =1)
L ::: I + 1
CCDCTBIBM
NP0INT ::: NLDAT + I - 1
De 125 J=NLBUF,K
X(J) = X(NP0INT)
125 NP01NT '" NP0INT + N0VAR
CIBMT0CDC
C




135 IF(N. NE. NDRTA) CALL ERGCiO.N)
G0 Te 1
CIBMT0CDC
C REPLACED CALL NM0V(JARG(1),X(L» (NWeRD =1)
















C N0 RETURN T9 THIS P01NT FR0M ENTRY RETURN eF SUPER
CCDcreISM
c





400 NARG = N - 1
CIBMTOCDC
(










C HAVE TSP KE ....W£:lRD *"''''***N0PRINT*.tnj"",tllj<
CCDCT0I8M































































































































































THIS IS AN ADAPTATleN 0F >I<*PL0T-C••
LOGICAL IFDBUG,
IFREPL,








LENGTH OF JARG SET IN MAIN 0VERLA~
•
INSERTED UMITS 0N RRPA~ LENGTHS IN GRAPHX (CALLED BELeW),
DATA LIMGRX I 5000 /
NEW ceMI10N BL0CK ADDED
C8MMeN IMEMceMI IMNS2(7). USRNAM. P5SVL(20)
INTEGER USRtlAI1
EQUIVALENCE
>I< (IMNSZ(1). MMI'ISIZ). (IMNSZ(2), LLMARG), (IMN5Z(3). LLMDeT),
>I< (IMNSZ(4). LLl1BUF). (I11NSZ(S), LLM5~M). (IMNSZ(6). LLMSMP),
* (IMNSZ(?),LLM8UT)
IMM52 USED Te KEEP TRACK 0F MEM0RY USE
DJMENSI0N IPS5VL(20)
EQUIVALENCE (JPSSVL(l).PSSVL(l»
PSSVL AND IPSSVL USE~ TB PASS VARIABLES BETWEEN SUBRBUTINES
IN DIFFERENT aVERLA~5
IPSSVL(l) IS USED TO KEEP REcaRD OF USE SF ceMM0N IN L0AD
AND IN GENR
IPSSVL(3) PASSES cm1PUTED GB T0 INDEX FRaM EXEC HI MATRIX
IP5SVL(2) PASSES cm'IPUTED 8121 Til INDEX FR0M EXEC Te BVERLA~5
IPSSVL(4) IS USED T0 KEEP RECBRD 0F USE 0F JARO-C0MI10N
IPSSVL(S:' IS USED Te kEEP RECBRD BF USE eF DBT-CBMMml
IPSSVL(6) IS USED Te I<.EEP F:EC0RD BF USE eF BUFFER-C0M!'10N
IPS5VU7) IS USED TO KEEP REC13RD SF USE BF JSML-CemI0N
IPSSVL'$) 15 USED TO KEEP REC0RD SF USE eF eUTBUF-CelMI'IH0tl
EQUIVALENCE
>t: (U3DUSE, IPSSVUl)..,' (JHl0VL, IPSS'YL(2». (JTSMAT. IPSSVL(3»
>t<, (JARUSE. IPSSVL(4)~, (DOTUSE, IPSSVL(S», (BUFU5E,IPSSVL(6»,
>I< (SMPUSE, IPSS'v'L(7», <08FUSE, IPSSVL'S»
INTEGER DeTUSE, BUFUSE, ~,MF'USE, 0BFU5E
IS$$$$$tS$$$$$$f$$f.$$$$$$.ff$$$ff'$$$$IS$$fl.S••••••t $SSSS.$$$!f$$$$
































IF(NARG, GT, 2)CALL ERG(130,NARG)





























































































NaTE THAT SPACE MUST BE DIMENSI0NED .GE, 5000 IN FRESH
THIS R0UTINE IS GENERALL~ DBRPPED IN THE 7094 VERSI0N
C0NTINUE
THIS IS A REVISI0N 0F **PL0T c••
22 JUNE 1968
ELSE NB EN0UGH R00M
WRITE<G.10) L1MGRX, I1EI'lSIZ
F0RMAT(45HO*~~ ERR0R. El<ECUTI0N BF GRAPH "IGHT OESTR0~
28H DATA IN BLAtlK C011N0N. NEED, aD, 6H WBRDS. ,
10H 0NL~ HAVE, 110, 10H AVAILABLE )
CALL ERG(132:, ITEST)
He RETURN T0 THIS POINT FR0M ERG
ARRANGE V DATA B~ DECREASING 0RDER
DELETED NAME2 BETWEEN NAME AND JARO
IF(LIMGRX . LT, MEMSIZ)
THEN HAVE ENOUGH Re0M IN BLANK CBMMBN
\
. \
CALL SF GRAPHX CAN DESTR~Y DATA IN BLANK CeMMaN.
THE C0RRECTI6N BELew 15 ceN5ERVATIVE--M~IMUM P05SIBLE




>t: MEl'lST , N0REG ,
>+: NUMLIN. IFREPL.
* LIMARG. LINE ,
'" JARG(4)
LENGTH eF JARG SET IN
5 DB 32 ID=1.N0B
De 32 JD=ID.NflB






















































IN /TspceMI <NIJORD = l)iSPCml
TSPCOl1
L0GICAL IFDBUG, IFTITL. IFPun, IFFAST, TSPC0M
If< IFREPL, PR0FF TSP(:OM
C TSPUl~l
CCDCT01BM GRAPHX
C0MM0N SPACE(3000), IBEGIN(250),IEND(250), INDY(1500) GRAPHX
DII1ENSl0N A<1G), tI0TIE(100), TAB(10m, TA(100), TRBLE(10Q). :-:(100), 't(:1.0GRAPHX
04>, X.....AR(i), 't'.fAR(l) GRAPHX
INTEGER TA GRAPHX
L0GICAL JQ GRAPHX
DATfi flllH ,1HO, lH1. 1H2. 1H3. 1H4, 1H~. lH6, 1H7.1.HB.1H9. 1Hl<, 1H ,1H~, 111. (iRAPHX
C. 1W I GRAHIX
007 1=1,250 GRAPHX
IEND( I )"'0 GRAPH);




















ADDED A REC0RD 0F USE OF BLA~IK






























IF(Xt-lHI. GT. XVAR(JB) )XMIN=XVAR(JB)
18 CI2INTINUE
IF(XMA. LE. 0)130 T0 404
IF(XMIN.GE.O)G0 T0 404
RANGEX=Xr1A +ABS (Xr'll N)
60 T13 405
404 RRNGEX=ABS<XMR-XMIN)
405 IF<YVAR(1). LE. 0)013 T0 408
IF(YVAR(N0B), GE. 0)G0 T0 408







De 27 IA~1. 99
27 X(IA+1)=X<IA)+XINC













C CHECK F0R "I TIES, INITIAL + FINAL INDICES STeREO IN IBEGIN +








IF<INDY(NR). NE. IND~(NB»G9 Te 38
IT=IT+l
IF(IT. GT. 2S0)CALL ERG<133, IT)
IBEGIN <IT> = UA
D0 ~7 ~18=~IB, t~eB
IF(INDY<NA)_ EO INDY<MB»Ge Ta 37
NA1~11B










































































































IF(NUNLIN. GT. 0) CALL HEDING
c










40 JE2 = JE1 + i
JE3" = JEt
0070 Ne = 1,100
70 TA81E(NC) = A(i)
JQ=, TRUE.
IF<INDY(JE1>. NE. IQ)00 T0 71
JQ=. FALSE.
Gfl T0 72
71 IF(INDY<JE1), NE. II)G0 T0 48




74 De 77 JG =JE1,JE3
DB 113 I J=L 100
IF<XVAR<JG). LE. X<IJ»G0 T0 75
113 CeNTINUE
IJ-=100
75 IF(TABLE<IJ), NE. A(1»G0 T0 170
IF(TAB<IJ)_ EQ.A(1»GO T0 69















63 NOTIE(LUCK)=NOTIE(LUCK) + 1
G0 T0 77











48 IF( 1I. EQ. 2)GO T0 12
















































































































































































































C REM0VED IF<NW0RD. EQ. 1) GB Te 83 <NW0RD =1)
C AND R PRINT SIMILAR Ie THE ONE AT 83
CCDCTBJBM
83 I~RITE(6,3010>JARG( 13), X(1), X(20), X(40), )((60), X(80), )«(100), X(10),
WX(]O),X(SO),X(70),X(90)
(":IBMT0CDC
C CHANGED A6 Te R8 (COC6500)
3010 FBRMAT( 15X, 100(lH~), R8 I 7X, 2(~,1~), 9(9X.
CCDCT01BI1
F1H*)/F19. 3,5(F19. J,1X)/F28. 3,4F20. 3)
B9 CALL HEDING
IF (LUCK. EQ. O)GB Te 60
I~RITE<6, 2004)
2004 F0RMAT(10SH LIST OF TIED paINT CBUNTS WHERE NUMBER 0F










IF(LBV1. LT. UJCK~'Ge T0 150
60 RETURN
END











































































, LT. MEMSIZ )
EN13UOH RoeM
ELSE NElT ENaUGH RaBM
WRITE(6,20) LIMSIZJ MEMSI2
F9RMAT<25HO*** ERRI3R. CAPITL NEEDS, 110.
29H 1~0Rr,s IN BLANK C0MMI3N. BNLY 110.
42H AVAILABLE. PR0CEDURE CAPITl NBT EXECUTED
RETURN
laGICAL IFDBUG, IFTITL. IFPLI3T, IFFAST,
IFREPL, PR0FF
NEXT IS BLANK CI3MMaN SPACE NEEDED BY ARRAYS ABeVE








... MEMST, NaREG •
... NUMLIN, IFREPl,
... LIMARG. LINE J
* ·7ARG(4)
lENGTH £IF JARG SET IN









































































NBENCH = XX(1) CAPITl
CALL ARGGET(6JXX.JJ.JJ) CAPrTL
DELTA = XX(1) CAP IlL
CAll ARGGET(7JXXJJJJJJ) CAPITL
BENCH = XX(l) CAP IlL
CAP<NBENCH) = BENCH CAP TTL
XDELT = 1. - DELTA CAPITl
NN = NBENCH + 1 CAP I TL
NNN = NBENCH - 1 CAP IlL
IF (NN ,GT. NaB) Ga T9 101 CAPJTl
013 100 J=NN,N0e CAPrTL
100 CAP(J) = XOELT~CAP(J-l) + DINV(J) CAPITL
101 IF(NNN . EO, 0> G13 T9 106 CAPrTL
De 105 J=l. NUN CAP ITL
K '"' NBENCH - .T CAPITL
105 CAP(K)~<CAP(K+l)-DINV(K+l»/XDELT CAPITL
106 DO 110 J=l,NBB CAPITl
REPL<J) = DELTA*CAP(J) CAPITl
110 DNINV<J) = DINV(J) - REPL(J) CAPITl
IF(ITYPE .EQ. 3) CALL TSPUT(JARQ(NSPARQ+1),CAP)
CALL ARGGET(],XX. ITYPE,JJ)
IF(ITYPE . EO. ]) CALL TSPUT(JARG(2*NSPARG+1),DNINV)
CALL ARGGET(4,XX, ITYPE.JJ)
IF(ITYPE . EO. 3) CALL TSPUT(JARG(3*NSPARQ+1),REPL)
RETURN
END






























XPR0D = XPRBD + TEMPA*TEMPB
CCDeTeISM
100 J = J + JSB
150 PRBD = ~PR8D
RETURN
END
05.24. 1~. J0 16 EP30 2 FEET
CijRRECTED MARCH 75 WITH ADDITIBN SF TEMP






















































C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE INNER PR0OUCT, A@B. OF THE VECTBRS
C RANDS.
CIBMTBCDC












[IJ Time Series Processor User's Hanual, Princeton University Department of
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